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A NOTE FROM K ATHLEEN TULLIE

BOK S FOUNDER & E XECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I still find it amazing to think back to 2009 when I started Fit Kidz Get Up and Go with a few other
moms in our local school and see what is now known as BOKS, operating in more than 4,200 schools
globally and getting more than 250,000 children active. Not a day goes by when I don’t think about
a trainer, a child, a parent or a principal whom I’ve met along the way. Each personal story of
transformation, achievement or the ability to overcome adversity through physical activity is what
drives me to push forward every day. I find it both inspiring and humbling to reflect on where we’ve
been and how far we’ve come.
2018 was an exciting year for BOKS – we welcomed more than 1,100 new schools into our BOKS
community – this means more than 2,200 trainers & volunteers and over 40,000 kids joined our BOKS
family in just one year. Equally noteworthy, the American Journal of Preventive Medicine published
research results from our program study led by Harvard Medical School and Mass General Hospital.
The study showed that kids who participated in BOKS 3 days/week before school resulted in
improved BMI and prevented increases in child obesity. In addition, it showed kids that participated
in BOKS at least 2 days/week had improved social-emotional wellness. The New York Times covered
the study and we presented the results at the highly attended SXSW EDU Conference in Austin, TX.
In partnership with Reebok, BOKS was awarded the Mahatma Humanitarian Award for Social Good
and we were also shortlisted for the Beyond Sport Global Awards for “Best Corporate Campaign or
Initiative In Sport For Good” for the Reebok and BOKS: Closing the Fitness Gap Project. In addition to
working with countless school districts like Boston, NYC and DC, we also continue to work with many
extraordinary partners like Reebok, The Boston Foundation and Blue Cross Blue Shield of MA, to
name a few.
While it’s wonderful to reflect on our accomplishments and the impact we’ve made, it is important
to acknowledge that we’ve only scratched the surface. As you are likely aware, BOKS set out to be
a community-driven solution to what is now a worldwide pandemic: physical inactivity. Physical
inactivity is crippling our society – and we see it everywhere. Our children are becoming less
active than any generation before them while issues like anxiety, depression, obesity, and addiction
continue to rise. As overwhelming as this challenge seems to be, I see great opportunity for change.
It is up to all of us to create a better world for our children and together, move the needle on physical
inactivity. After receiving an outpouring of support from so many individuals and partners that make
up our incredible community, I know we are more than ready for the challenge. With that, I present
to you our 2018 Global Annual Report, highlighting our program and a handful of supporters that
tirelessly contributed to our success. My hope is that their dedication and stories inspire you to
continue the journey with BOKS.
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OUR STORY
Life-changing events take different forms. That was the case for Kathleen Tullie, Founder
and Executive Director of BOKS, who after 18 years in the corporate real estate world,
decided she wanted to spend her time working on something that makes a difference.
Kathleen had a desire to engage the community and leave a lasting positive impact on
children. Being an athlete, she knew exercise made her feel good and more focused, but
it wasn’t until reading the book Spark by Dr. John Ratey of Harvard Medical School that
she had evidence to support her feeling. Dr. Ratey laid out a compelling argument for
the positive correlation between exercise, academic performance and behavior issues.
A sedentary life and poor eating habits can lower kids’ performance in the classroom
and start a cycle of health problems later in life. Studies show that kids who exercise see
significant boosts in intelligence-test scores in core subjects at school, compared to their
inactive peers.* It was then that Kathleen’s desire and new-found evidence took form as
she became an outspoken proponent of physical activity for children. Her idea,
to bring “Fit Kidz Get Up & Go,” now BOKS, to her children’s school, was born.

OUR VISION

To reverse the worldwide pandemic of physical
inactivity and its crippling effects.
OUR MISSION
To empower school communities to improve our children mentally, physically,
and socially by strengthening their minds and bodies through movement.

* Ratey, J. J., & Hagerman, E. (2008). Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the Brain
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HARVARD MEDICAL
SCHOOL & MASS
GENER AL HOSPITAL

DR. EL SIE TAVER A S, A PROFE SSOR AT HARVARD AND
HE AD OF GENER AL PEDIATRICS AT MA SSACHUSET TS
GENER AL HOSPITAL , ADDS:

CHILDHOOD IS AN IMPORTANT TIME
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF HEALTHY

RE SULTS FROM A RECENT STUDY DONE BY MA SS GENER AL HOSPITAL
FOR CHILDREN HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED IN THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF
PRE VENTIVE MEDICINE DEMONSTR ATING THE IMPACT BOK S HA S ON

HABITS AND ROUTINES THAT MIGHT
PROTECT CHILDREN FROM CHRONIC

CHILDREN’S BR AINS AND BODIE S:

DISEA SES INCLUDING OBESIT Y, HEART

E XERCISE

Overall, 274 children participated in the twice-a-week program, 151 in the three-times-

DISEA SE, AND DEPRESSION, WHICH

BACKED BY

a-week program, and 282 in the comparison group, for a total of 707 study participants.

SCIENCE

In addition to measurements of height and weight taken before and after the 12-week
program, participants ages 8 and older completed surveys evaluating their social and
emotional wellness – including their overall mood, interaction with peers, satisfaction
with their lives and involvement in their studies.
At the end of the 12-week BOKS program, children participating three times a week had
significantly better BMI scores (an age and sex-specific measure used to track changes in
weight status) and a greater chance of moving to a lower BMI category (such as normal
instead of overweight) than did children in the comparison group. Three-times-a-week
participants also had better scores regarding their engagement in schoolwork, while those
in the two-times-a-week group had significant improvements in mood, vitality and energy.

3 days/week before-school physical activity program resulted
CONCLUSION

ARE THE BIGGEST CONTRIBUTORS TO
MORBIDIT Y AND MORTALIT Y IN THE
U.S. PROGR AMS SUCH A S BOKS THAT
HELP CHILDREN NOT ONLY DEVELOP
HEALTHY HABITS TO PROMOTE OPTIMAL
GROW TH TR A JECTORIES BUT AL SO
PROMOTE SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL
SKILL S THAT CAN HELP THEM BETTER
HANDLE STRESS, PEER INTER ACTIONS,

in improved BMI and prevented increases in child obesity. Both

AND NEGATIVE FEELINGS ARE JUST

Build Our Kids’ Success groups had improved social−emotional

WHAT CHILDREN NEED AND SHOULD BE

wellness versus controls.
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IN THE NEWS

THE NE W YORK TIME S

NY TIMES

BOKS research study by Harvard MGH was featured in the article,
“A Before-School Exercise Program May Help Children Thrive”
A supervised exercise program that gets young children running and playing for an
hour before school could make them happier and healthier, while also jibing with
the needs and schedules of parents and school officials, according to a new study
involving two dozen elementary and middle schools.
“In my experience as a pediatrician and parent, kids naturally love to move,” she
says. “They revel in it. We have socialized that love out of them.” She believes that
programs such as the one in this study might help to re-instill some of our children’s
instinctual pleasure in motion, she says. “I’ve watched” sessions, she says.
“You can see the kids light up with joy,” adds Dr. Elsie Taveras, a professor at
Harvard and head of general pediatrics at Massachusetts General Hospital

IN THE NEWS

USA TODAY

USA TODAY

BOKS was featured in a USA Today article titled “Federal
government announces new physical fitness guidelines;
fewer than one in three Americans meet standards.”

According to The Department of Health and Human Services, “Children ages 6
through 17 should get at least 60 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic physical
activity per day and three sessions of muscle-strengthening per week.” However,
only one in five teenagerss meet the new physical fitness guidelines.
While these guidelines are in place for people to follow, Kathleen Tullie, Reebok’s
director of social responsibility, emphasizes the lack of “actionable or accountability
standards” and how this reduced the impact the guidelines can have.
“There is no mechanism in place requiring kids to move during school and holding
schools accountable,” said Tullie, founder and executive director of BOKS, a school
based fitness program. “We still prioritize the core academic subjects over the
health and wellness of our children. This has to change.”

RE AD THE ARTICLE

RE AD THE ARTICLE

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/14/well/move/a-before-schoolexercise-program-may-help-children-thrive.html?smid=pl-share

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2018/11/12/physical-fitness-aerobicactivity-sports-social-media-health-human-services-department/1943318002/
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INTERVIEW

Q: DURING THE BOSTON MAR ATHON, WA S

CONOR MURPHY

THERE ANY THING IN THE BACK OF YOUR

Conor Murphy, Spencer Hendel, and Pete O’Donnell, CrossFit

faces when I visit a school. Kids have the best

Trainers and Reebok Affiliates, ran the 2018 Boston Marathon
in support of BOKS! We talked to Conor, who is also a BOKS

MIND THAT HELPED MOTIVATE YOU TO
KEEP RUNNING?
A: I just kept imagining the expression on the kids’
memories and whenever I go back to a school at
the start of a new session, they come right up to
me for high-fives. A lot of kids knew I was running

ambassador, about his experience, what it meant to him to

the marathon for BOKS, and to them I was a hero

run for BOKS, and the importance of volunteering.

because it meant they could continue the program.
I just imagined seeing one of them at the race and I
knew I could keep going.
Q: WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO RUN FOR BOK S?
A: The opportunities the BOKS program has
provided me as an ambassador made it obvious.
I benefit from the mental health it provides when
I visit schools and it allows me to giveback using
fitness and training that we do every day for a
better cause. Because of Kathleen Tullie, and what
she has shown me through BOKS, I was 100%

like, “I’m going to have a better day today because
of the kids.” Every time I’m influenced by these
kids and they have no idea the positive impact
they have on me.
Q: WHY DO YOU THINK MOVEMENT AND
PL AY IS IMPORTANT FOR KIDS?
A: Movement and play and what BOKS does is
more than just important, I think it is essential. I
think it’s vital for mental health, physical health, for
development, and the list goes on. When you talk
about what is killing most Americans today, and we
believe it’s preventable from a fitness perspective
through diet and exercise, then why wouldn’t we
want to play a part in changing that? Just one
kid feeling better about himself is all I need.
Even if they don’t eat better, or they don’t end up
exercising, they’ll still gain confidence and friends.
Q: HOW DO YOU THINK VOLUNTEERING
WITH BOK S HA S ENHANCED YOUR
E XPERIENCE A S A REEBOK EMPLOYEE

committed to running for BOKS and there was no

AND HOW DO YOU FEEL KNOWING THAT

extra motivation I needed.

YOU WORK FOR A COMPANY THAT VALUE S
GIVING BACK TO THE COMMUNIT Y?

2018 GLOBAL IMPACT REPORT

Q: WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT

A: I think that as a company, what BOKS does for

FOR REEBOK EMPLOYEE S TO VOLUNTEER

not only myself, but for Reebok is give validity to our

WITH BOK S AT A SCHOOL?

message as the “best fitness brand on earth.“ If we

A: I think that every single person should try it out

didn’t have the BOKS program, it’s very difficult to

once. Do it one time, go to one school, don’t even be

be the best fitness brand and show how much we

an ambassador, just go to a school, and participate

care without any action. If we’re involved in health

for one day, and look at how much, just by being

and wellness, it needs to start at that level, from

an adult and helping out, these kids look up to you.

the inside out, and there’s no other company doing

Then try and tell me after that school visit you’re not

what we’re doing with BOKS.

HIGHLIGHTS: BOSTON MAR ATHON
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NE W HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM

BOKS X SPARTAN
Having been in the elementary and middle school space for several years, BOKS is
expanding its programming to reach high school students. High school students have
different, but equally critical, challenges than the elementary or middle school student.
If a student has not been selected to play on a high school sports team, there often
is not another physical activity option. The goal of the high school BOKS/SPARTAN
program is to give students who may not participate in traditional high school sports
the opportunity to embrace and enjoy physical activity. Focused on various skills
needed for obstacle course racing, the students will gain endurance, strength and
mental perseverance that will prepare them for SPARTAN races. While students will
be working hard, there will still be a “fun” element which is a tradition within BOKS
elementary and middle school curriculums.
The goal of the pilot program at Boston Public Schools was to test the BOKS/SPARTAN
high school program (grades 9-12) in 3-5 high schools with 20-30 students participating
per school. The high school program will run for 60 minutes 2-3 times per week for 6
weeks. Space and equipment needs are minimal. At the conclusion of the training
students have the opportunity to participate in the SPARTAN race. Upon successful
completion of the BPS pilot, the BOKS/SPARTAN program will then launch in New York
city schools. BOKS is currently in over 70 schools in New York City.
THE CL A SS WILL COMPRISE OF THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS:

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Functional fitness
Team building
Circuit training/tabata
Body weight movements
BOKS games

BOKS will fully launch its high school curriculum in Fall 2019.
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PARTICIPANTS IN THE BOK S/SPARTAN HIGH SCHOOL
PILOT PROGR AM CELEBR ATE AF TER COMPLETING THE
SPARTAN R ACE AT FENWAY PARK!
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KE Y E VENTS

AWARDS

»»

support of the BOKS program in low income schools.

Mahatma Awards for
Social Good

Elsie M. Taveras, MD, MPH, General Pediatrics at MGH, joined Kathleen

The Mahatma Awards for Social

BOKS at the Boston Marathon: Three Reebok employees/CrossFit
Coaches, ran the Boston Marathon and raised more than $14,000 in

»»

Tullie, founder and executive director, BOKS, to present findings

Good raises global awareness

from a three year study conducted by Harvard Medical School and

around the positive impact brands,

Massachusetts General Hospital at the SXSW EDU Summit in Austin, TX.

»»

BOKS at SHAPE America Conference in Nashville, TN. The BOKS team

on society. The Award for Social

joined over 5,000 Physical Education professionals at the annual SHAPE

Good exists to put a spotlight on

America Conference and got them moving with various BOKS Burst
activities throughout the event to keep everyone alert and active!

»»

agencies and nonprofits can have

The first ever Reebok Boston 10K for Women featured a Kids 1K Fun
Run with BOKS

the most remarkable change
makers of our time. The Winners
recognized are addressing the
incredibly complex and equally
severe problems we face today.

Beyond Sport Global Award
BOKS was shortlisted for the Beyond Sport Global
Awards for “Best Corporate Campaign or Initiative In
Sport For Good” for the Reebok and BOKS: Closing
the Fitness Gap Project.
In its tenth year, the Beyond Sport Global Awards, took
place at the stunning One World Observatory in NYC, and
celebrated, supported, raised awareness and provided
funding for ways sport is being used to help make the
Global Goals for Sustainable Development a reality.
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INTERVIEW

ALLISON WULFF

ROLE: BUSINE SS PL ANNING MANAGER (US WHOLE SALE)
REEBOK TENURE: 1.5 YE ARS
SCHOOL: CL ARENCE R. EDWARDS MIDDLE SCHOOL (CHARLE STOWN)

Q: WHY AM I A BOK S AMBA SSADOR?
A: I volunteer with BOKS because I believe that everyone deserves to find happiness
through physical activity. I want to help inspire the next generation to live a healthy
lifestyle despite the never-ending excuses and distractions of the modern world. Service
has always been a large part of my life and I didn't want to take for granted the fact that I
work for a company as committed to serving other and paying it forward as I am.
The pain of the 6 a.m. alarm is made easy by the thought of the smiles on the students’
faces in the morning and the pure excitement they exude to challenge me to a plank
contest or a basketball shootout. I hope to help the students find a love for health and
fitness at this critical period in their lives that will that will make a positive impact on
them now and in the future.
Clarence R. Edwards has begun to feel like a second home to me- with warm greetings
by the administrative staff who I check in with twice a week, the gym coach who never
fails to help garner the kid’s attention by blowing the whistle to circle up for the nutrition
portion of the program, or my fearless co-leader who always has a smile on her face
and positive attitude no matter what challenge is thrown our way. And who could forget
the kids - the girls who have taught me to double-dutch and the boys who keep me
honest on my running ability are no longer strangers. They are also a part of my Reebok
family. Middle school is a tough age- one of change which brings about uncertainty, selfdoubt, and sometimes a lack of motivation. However, I believe this has been the perfect
place for me as I have had to earn their respect over many weeks, lesson plans, and
basketball games (and at 5’2’’ you can believe the odds I’m up against).

I could not thank Reebok enough for supporting such an
inspiring and life-changing program and providing me with
the opportunity to relive being a kid again every Wednesday
and Thursday morning.

2018 GLOBAL IMPACT REPORT
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INTERVIEW

K ATHARINA HEMMER

ROLE: REEBOK A SSISTANT MANAGER, MATERIAL S INNOVATION
REEBOK TENURE: 8 MONTHS

Q: HOW WOULD YOU DE SCRIBE YOUR FIRST E XPERIENCE AT A
BOK STACLE COURSE?
A: The kids were so excited about us being there! It was great to see how much
they enjoyed the BOKStacle Course and how competitive they got running through
the course (in a nice way).
Q: HOW DID YOU FEEL AF TER SPENDING YOUR DAY VOLUNTEERING
WITH BOK S AND GET TING KIDS MOVING?
A: It made me really happy to see that I was able to give something back which
normally I take for granted, as I can go to the gym every day, but that was so
special to those kids. I think it gave me and the kids a real endorphin rush!
Q: WHY DO YOU THINK PHYSICAL ACTIVIT Y IS IMPORTANT FOR KIDS?
A: It’s so important to clear their minds as they’re just sitting at their desks all day
long and when they come home they have to go back to take care of their homework.
It’s similar to us as we’re sitting at a desk all day. Personally, I can feel the difference
in the weeks where I work out a lot or not at all. The same applies to the kids. Also,
they learn more about a healthy lifestyle which can be so fun and beneficial.
Q: WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT FOR REEBOK EMPLOYEE S TO
VOLUNTEER IN OUR LOCAL COMMUNITIE S R ATHER THAN JUST WRITE
CHECK S TO CHARITIE S?
A: I think it’s great to see that the company cares about the community and that we
can be part of it. It gives us the chance to get out of the office and connect with our
surroundings, especially with those that are less fortunate. It’s also great for our
company culture and overall morale at work.
Q: WHAT DOE S IT ME AN TO YOU TO WORK FOR A COMPANY THAT
VALUE S VOLUNTEERISM AND GIVING BACK?
A: It makes me really happy to see that I work for such a socially engaged company.
It’s so important to care for our surrounding communities and especially the kids
that might be our future employees. It is so great that we can be a good example for
them and to show what you can achieve in life if you just work hard for it.
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AMARIS

5TH GR ADE

I can exercise in the mornings and BOKS helps you
move and not be shy anymore.
After BOKS I feel really energized and really active...
Kind of like I want to go and do something else!

AMINA

AMARIS’ MOTHER

[Amaris] has always been an energetic kid… not the happiest of children to get up in the morning, especially when it’s

PARENT AND CHILD PERSPECTIVE

PARENT AND CHILD PERSPECTIVE
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LUKE

5TH GR ADE

We do push-up, squats, and planks and I just
really like getting energy out at BOKS.

CAROLYN

LUKE’S MOTHER

BOKS gave [Luke] more confidence in a setting with his peers.
When he has BOKS, Luke will just leap up and get dressed
exclaiming, ’It’s BOKS day!’ Every other day of the week we
have to leave the house in the morning he doesn’t do that,
only on BOKS days!

early. But now with BOKS, she’s more motivated in regards
to going and she gets to see her friends… and the best part
is I don’t have to argue with her to get up in the mornings.

JACOB

4TH GR ADE

After BOKS, I feel focused. It helps me in school.

ANTONETTE

JACOB’S MOTHER

Before the BOKS program, Jacob was diagnosed with
ADHD, and it was very hard for him to sit still through
class. His hyperactivity caused him to be distracted and
to distract the other children. Now that he is doing BOKS
and able to get his energy out before class, getting out
those ants in his pants, it’s easier for him to concentrate.

2018 GLOBAL IMPACT REPORT
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JENNIFER CURTIS WHIPPLE

SUPERINTENDENT WE YMOUTH PUBLIC SCHOOL S

Weymouth has been participating with the Reebok BOKS
program for over nine years. In Weymouth, we believe that
this program has made an impact with our students ability to
focus, achieve, and learn the valuable lesson that fitness can
be fun! BOKS rocks in Weymouth Public Schools!

MIR A K AHN

PROGR AM A SSOCIATE, THE BOSTON FOUNDATION

It’s really powerful how the BOKS movement has grown from

TE ACHER AND ADMINISTR ATOR PERSPECTIVE

TE ACHER AND ADMINISTR ATOR PERSPECTIVE
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KIM JENNINGS

A SSOCIATION DIRECTOR OF CHILDCARE
SERVICE S AT HOCKOMOCK ARE A YMCA

OUR HOCKOMOCK AREA YMCA HA S
ENJOYED AN AMA ZING PARTNERSHIP
WITH BOKS, BENEFITING HUNDREDS
OF SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN IN THE 15
AREA COMMUNITIES WE ARE SO PROUD
TO SERVE. BOKS HA S PROVIDED OUR
TEACHERS WITH INNOVATIVE TR AINING

just a few schools to being a world-wide program, and the

AND SUPPORT TO HELP IMPLEMENT THE

Boston Foundation is proud to be a partner in the effort to

PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM.

promote youth physical activity.

CHILDREN ARE THE BENEFICIARIES
OF THIS GREAT PROGR AM! THEY ARE

PADR A FR ANKS

HE ALTH EDUCATOR AT HE ALTHMPOWERS

BOKS has been an amazing physical activity resource
to get students moving throughout the school day. Our
partnering Georgia schools enjoy bringing BOKS activities
to their students.
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LEARNING THAT PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CAN BE FUN, INTER ACTIVE AND HELP
SHAPE A HEALTHY FUTURES.

TR AINER APPRECIATION AWARD
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TR AINER APPRECIATION AWARD
BOKS Trainers are game changers in their community – they
bring the many physical and mental health benefits of fitness to
kids in fun and creative ways. This year, in an effort to reward
these outstanding individuals, we called on the entire BOKS
community across the globe to nominate stand out trainers
for the “BOKS Trainer Appreciation Awards,” and are proud to
present our top three.
FIRST PL ACE:
Frank DeAngelis is our BOKS Trainer Award Winner! Frank is a trainer at Thomas
Hamilton Primary School in Weymouth, MA. Nominated by principal, Jeremy Burm,
DeAngelis is a BOKS superstar! He centralizes all BOKS classes on building teamwork
and developing confidence. Burm mentions that “all of Frank’s [BOKS] programs really
start with the team, and it’s a lot about team building, and about confidence, and that
works its way down to the individual [students].” Frank has integrated BOKS into the
school, and it has become such a large part of Hamilton – the school even recognizes
BOKS kids over the intercom!
SECOND PL ACE:
Gelynn Thompson, educator at Randle Highland Elementary School in Washington, DC,
was nominated by colleague and special education teacher, Regan Harris. Gelynn is a
role model for students as described by Harris. At recess, you can find Gelynn always
playing various playground games with students, bringing a healthy lunch, and setting
an example for all Randle students!
THIRD PL ACE:
Robert Johnson, educator at Dalton Elementary in Aurora, CO, was nominated by
principal, Bonnie Hargrove. Robert brought BOKS to Dalton and the district as a whole,
and is also involved in student council and other fitness clubs for students and teachers.
HT TP S:// W W W.BOK SK IDS.ORG/NE W S/ TR A INER _ A PPRECI ATION_ AWA RD/
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BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD
OF MA SSACHUSETTS

BCBSMA x BOKS

“We have the health expertise here that
gives our members confidence that we will

QUINCY EVENT

take care of them when they are sick and

Each year at this time, Principal Nicholas

now we want people to think of us when they

Ahearn, PE Teacher Janice Chapman, and 90

are healthy as well – which is why we provide

BOKS students at the Marshall School in

programs like BOKS, our free fitness in the

Quincy, MA lead the entire school of 500+ kids

BOKS Founder Kathleen Tullie met Jeff Bellows at an event hosted by the Mass General

park, and many more programs that benefit

in an end-of-year celebration named A.S.E.S.

Hospital for Children a few years ago. At the time, BCBSMA’s corporate citizenship was

our members as well as non-members.”

– All Students Exercising Simultaneously.

Jeff added that BOKS’ continued efforts

Helping to kick-off and lead the activities was

to partner with organizations like Mass

Jeff Bellows, VP of Corporate Citizenship and

With an aligned vision and a desire to impact the community, the relationship with BCBSMA

General Hospital and Harvard Medical

Public Affairs at BCBSMA. Also in attendance

and BOKS was born. While BOKS is free to communities due to our volunteer model,

School to prove the efficacy of the program

was Quincy Public Schools Superintendent

BCBSMA partners with us to bring BOKS to communities that may not have the ability to

has been terrific to see.

Richard DeCristofaro and Executive Director

focused on four pillars – one of which was healthy child development – a perfect fit for the
BOKS program.

recruit volunteers to run the program. Since then our partnership and work together has
continued to evolve reaching more and more communities across Massachusetts.
“Three years ago, we made the decision to evolve BCBSMA’s corporate citizenship work to
be more aligned with who we are as a company,” said Jeff. “Being a healthcare company,
obviously healthy living is very important to us. So we launched our Healthy Living
Platform which has allowed us to become a more strategic part of the company rather
than a side project outside of the core business.”
To BCBSMA “Healthy Living” means healthy eating, active lifestyles and
healthy environments.
“You can see why BOKS fits perfectly into this strategy,” added Jeff. “And what’s truly
unique about BOKS is that while BCBSMA brings BOKS to low income communities
through our corporate citizenship programming, our members and employees also
see the benefits to their own children in their own communities.”
The BCBSMA Healthy Living Platform is not just focused on kids, although they find kids
to be one of the most vulnerable populations, they have many initiatives that bring the
benefits of health and wellness to people of all ages and backgrounds.
“It is important to BCBSMA that we bring our values to life in the community,” said Jeff.
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“BOKS works and every community can
stand to benefit from it no matter their
socioeconomic status,” he added.

of Community Partnerships Keith Segalla to
cheer the kids on as they rocked to fun music
and exercised together for 40 minutes. This is
a truly compelling event that illustrates

We can’t thank you enough for your support

what’s possible when the community comes

Jeff. We look forward to continuing our

together to support students with fitness

partnership to help bring the benefits of

and leadership opportunities and helps

health and wellness to all people in our

to prepare them for their days in school.

communities.

Marshall School rocks BOKS!
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WE MUST REVERSE THE PHYSICAL
INACTIVIT Y PANDEMIC

A LET TER FROM REEBOK PRE SIDENT MAT T O’TOOLE

It’s hard to believe that it has been almost 10 years since Kathleen Tullie came to me looking
for a tee shirt donation for a new fitness program for kids, Fit Kidz Get Up & Go. Since that
first meeting, Reebok has donated more than 22 million dollars to the initiative we now know as
BOKS. More importantly, we are proud to have had a hand in getting hundreds of thousands kids

BIO

K ATHLEEN TULLIE

Director of Social Responsibility at Reebok International
and the Founder and Executive Director of BOKS

and their families active through the programs’ innovative curriculum and strong community of
passionate volunteers.

Kathleen Tullie, Director of Social Responsibility at Reebok International
and the Founder and Executive Director of BOKS, began BOKS in 2009.

I am excited by the growth we’ve been able to fuel (as evidenced in this report) and now more than

Prior to founding the BOKS program, Kathleen accomplished an 18-year

ever I am invigorated to join BOKS and its partners in an effort to reverse what is becoming an

career in real estate finance. After coming across Dr. John Ratey’s book

increasingly widespread pandemic of physical inactivity.

Spark, which talks about the positive difference that physical activity

At Reebok, we have a strong belief that the physical, mental and social benefits of fitness
ultimately make us more well-rounded and healthy humans. As President of this great brand,
I have personally witnessed the power regular exercise has on the physical and mental health

has on all of us, she had her ‘aha’ moment. Dr. Ratey’s book coupled with
her determination drove Kathleen to empower parents to provide an
opportunity for kids to be physical active before school. BOKS was born.

of our consumers, our employees and the benefactors of the BOKS program. So it is incredibly

Kathleen continues to make strides nationwide. Some of her major

concerning to me, as I’m sure it is to many others in our industry and beyond, that participation

accomplishments include partnering with the Partnership for Healthier

rates in physical activity remain on the decline in many populations.

America, Alliance for a Healthier Generation, American Council on

So what can we do?
We are calling on other organizations in the sports, health and wellness space to step up and
help us address physical inactivity and its crippling health effects. If we don’t work together –
we risk the wellbeing of future generations. We all have a
role to play in the health of our society and it’s time we all

Exercise, the Aspen Institute and Let’s Move Active Schools where she
was honored by First Lady Michelle Obama’s “Let’s Move” initiative in
2013 and 2014. She was presented the Community Leadership Award in 2013 by the President’s Council on Fitness,
Sports and Nutrition. A member of the Institute of Medicine Roundtable on Obesity Solutions, she serves on the
Physical Activity Innovation Collaborative, sits on the steering committee for Let’s Move Active Schools and is Vice
Chair of Physical Activity at World Federation of the Sporting Goods Industry.

hold ourselves accountable and take action to solve this
global crisis.
If you support BOKS, or programs like it, I commend you
for being a change agent. If you don’t, I hope you’ll join
Reebok in our efforts to make a difference through this
life-changing program. The revolution starts with you.
Congratulations BOKS for all of your success and here’s
to another year of changing lives through sport.

Matt O’Toole
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THANK YOU TO OUR FUNDING PARTNERS

YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT ALLOWS BOK S TO CHANGE LIVE S.

